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Abstract
With the rapid development of the China’s economy and commerce, the logistic industry in China has been encouraged to grow and develop very quickly. However, comparing with the more developed countries, the logistic industry in China is still on their early stage, lack of large-scale competitive third-party logistics enterprises, as such small-medium sized logistics companies become very unattractive especially when foreign logistics companies entering into the market. The purpose of this thesis is focusing on the small-medium sized logistic companies’ problems due to small-scale, relatively high cost and lack of customers in their air cargo service agent business, take Suzhou Dapeng logistics Co., Ltd as a case study and suggest some feasible solutions such as forming strategic alliance network, improving the original alliance network and enhancing the strategic alliance’s core competitiveness. Optimizing the resources allocation through sharing the information system among strategic alliance members, construct more integrated and reliable distribution network nationally to compete with local and foreign large-sized logistic companies.
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1. Introduction

Research has shown that the purpose of most logistics companies is to reduce costs, increase efficiency and create more value-added service. How to gain more profit and keep their market position are the core problem for the logistics companies to worry about.

For the small-medium sized companies, forming a strategic alliance seems a way to compete with those large-scale companies. The strategic alliance network I is composed of many small-medium sized air cargo service agents covering hundreds of cities nationally. The purpose of the strategic alliance is to form a national logistic distribution network, in order to reduce the transaction costs and increase the competitiveness.

In the real operation, the strategic alliance network I is a relatively primary network which lack of standard criterion, strict supervision and performance assess, and lack of the platform of communication, operation and settlement as well. The alliance did not achieve the original intention due to the extensive management and high transaction costs.

This thesis aims at a series of problems mentioned above, using the transaction costs analysis, such as information asymmetry, small numbers, bounded rationality and opportunism to analyze and solve these problem separately. During the internship in Dapeng, it is possible to build the strategic alliance network II to improve the communication of the information, the efficiency of dealing with the businesses and customers’ satisfaction by constructing the information system, supervising the operation process and automating the settlement.

The paper is divided into 8 chapters. Chapter 2 gives a general introduction of the background environment of local small-medium sized air cargo service agents business;
Chapter 3 presents the overview of the strategic alliance network I, gives a case study of Dapeng logistics and figures out the problems they faced; Chapter 4 reviews the research framework and literatures. Chapter 5 analyzes and solves the problems of the strategic alliance network I and Dapeng; Chapter 6 gives the strategies and proposition for establishing the strategic alliance network II; Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by summarizing the study’s findings and by identifying recommendations for future operations; Chapter 8 gives a further research for the development of the alliance.

2. Background environment of local small-medium sized air cargo service agents business

With the rapid development of the China’s economy, more and more small-medium sized air cargo service agents have emerged within the country recently.

A reliable and complete national distribution network is playing a fundamental part in the competitiveness and development of the air cargo service businesses, due to the air cargo business’ specific characteristics of door-to-door services. Limited by the finance, resources, and most importantly, the management skills, it is quite difficult for our local small-medium sized air cargo agents to expand the network extensively across
regions within the country, like what the large-sized state-owned or some international logistic service providers are doing where they are able to provide a full range of integrated logistic services nationally. Instead, small-medium sized private service providers can form alliance with each other, through expanding the strategic alliance network across different regions and providing third party services through brokerage in order to meet the door-to-door services requirements across different regions.

The strategic alliance network is composed by many local small-medium sized air cargo service agents including Dapeng. The strategic alliance has over 200 members, covering over a hundred of cities. This strategic alliance network is the largest based on the number of members and the area covered. However, since the strategic alliance network is formed voluntarily, without either standard regulations or operating rules, nor regulating organizations, and also due to the difference in employees’ standards, main goal of businesses, and operating skills, the strategic alliance network looks problematic.

Comparing with the large-scale logistic companies’ integrated and regulated national distribution network, “strategic alliance network” is highly fragmented, comprised of many small companies. It is difficult to gain competitive advantages due to their lack of organizational skills, consolidated management skills, and long period of extensive operation. Whether to give up or to improve the strategic alliance network, it is necessary to do an analysis on the current industry environment of the national small-medium sized air cargo service agents through the five forces which affect the industry structure.

2.1 Potential competitors

For any industry, the level of competition from the potential competitors is normally depending on the level of existing entry barrier. If there is high barrier to entry or if they think the current members would defend against their entry extensively, then the
threat from the potential competitors would be small.

For our current air cargo service agents industry which is in its developing period, the barrier to entry is low, since most companies in the industry have no core competitiveness in either finance, technology (exclusive services), or constructing the distribution network. At the same time, because of the severe competition in the market, the newly formed companies are normally not first time entering into the industry. More often, they are separated from within the industry, for example, some previous employees were forming their own air cargo service agents after leaving the companies.

The current small-medium sized air cargo service agents need to make action plan to work on their own limitations, focusing on improving their quality of service and network construction, increase their level of entry barrier, either wise, they would become unattractive due to the increasing number of potential competitors.

2.2 Current competitors

With the industry’s constant improving and developing, some much stronger competitors will appear in the market, these companies either have strong capital management skills (i.e. COSCO), or co-investing with foreign companies thus getting more advanced technology (i.e. DHL), or have top management skills (i.e. PGL), or even some top foreign logistic big thumbs have entered into our market (i.e. UPS).

Most of the small-medium sized air cargo service agents can not compete with those strong local competitors as mentioned above at the same level, since those strong local competitors are focusing on competing for the “high price, high quality” high end customer market, they pay little attention to small-medium sized companies’ “low price, low quality” middle-low end customers market. In fact, just like “80-20 rule (Pareto Principle)” and “Long Tail Theory” proves, although it is believed that 20% of
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the customers are holding 80% of the market share, “long tail theory” tells them that by providing high quality services to those huge number of small-sized customers, they still can hold a relatively large market share.

Those small-medium sized air cargo service agents are now facing the severe price competition from their peer competitors. Along with the increasing demand from the customers, the small-medium sized companies have to learn either “providing same services with lower cost” or “providing better services with the same cost”, in such a way to compete against those large-scale companies entering into the “low price, low quality” market.

2.3 Substitutes

Local small-medium sized air cargo service agents usually provide limited services, thus can not leverage their multi-transportation advantage. Especially recent years, with the rapid development of our highway and railway network, highway freight and railway freight can almost replace air cargo freight, and will further compete against air cargo business in the future.

2.4 Buyers’ market

For small-medium sized air cargo business, their businesses are normally from one or a few high-end customers, or even they are growing depending largely on those big-sized customers, which results in buyers have definite advantages in a deal. Moreover, even if for low-middle end customers, since those small-medium sized air cargo service agents have limited kinds of services and poor reputation, making those customers can easily taking the dominant position due to the strong competition of those small-medium sized air cargo agents.
2.5 Suppliers

As a supplier, distribution network is playing a special role in the process. On the one hand, since the small-medium sized air cargo companies are normally operating at a relatively small-scale, it is difficult for them to provide a high number of distribution businesses, and thus they have relatively low bargaining power. On the other hand, since small-medium sized air cargo agents are usually acting as a third party distributing agent for each other in their local area, they have some common interests, thus they highly dependent on each other. However, because those small-medium sized companies can not truly recognized the importance of their dependence on each other, they normally focus on their short-term benefits during the distributing process, lack of careful strategic considerations for their long-term business.

Based on the above analysis, it is clear to see that facing the high pressure from the
increasing competition and the more severe business environment, small-medium sized air cargo service agents must find a way to both improve their service quality and cut the cost in order to gain competitive advantages. It becomes crucial for those companies to improve the national distribution network management, integrate and consolidate the distribution network, enhance the strategic alliance’s cohesion and core competitiveness, in order to make sure their long term existence and sustainable development.

3. The introduction of current strategic alliance network I

“Strategic alliance network” is the strategic alliance of our national small-medium sized air cargo service agents, forming a delivery network composed of around 200 members and covering hundreds of cities nationally. This distribution network, on the one side, can be considered as the largest network, due to the number of members it owns and the area of regions covered; on the other side, however, it has many flaws due to those members’ differences in the quality of their employees, management skills and visions of their business leaders, and operating experiences. The four aspects of the strategic alliance network will be analyzed below separately.

3.1 The SWOT analysis of the strategic alliance network I

3.1.1 Strengthens

- Low setup cost. Members who joint in “the strategic alliance network I” do not need initial investment for building the distribution network, as they can simply choose the one member within “the strategic alliance network I” who already has been operating in the region designated by their clients as the one to help them to deliver goods.

- Flexibility of the transaction. Members of the network can change the service provider easily if they feel not happy with the price or quality of the service,
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- Most of the members are private companies, thus improving the communications and cooperation.

3.1.2 Weaknesses

- Relatively dispersive members and lack of solidarity apparently. Members focusing more on their own interests, no common vision and standard of service.

- Relatively high operating costs and low efficiency.

- Relatively low competitiveness. Lack of highly experienced senior management team, although many expertise in operating the day-to-day processes; lack of long-term vision for the business and the industry as a whole; simply concentrating on increasing the sales volume rather than developing their competitive advantages.

- Relatively low information technology oriented and lack of the capability for workflow control.

3.1.3 Opportunities

- Most members have realized the importance of a reliable national distribution network in their own business operation and development, thus increase the possibility of rebuilding a more integrated and closed cooperating network.

- Monopoly of the information resources is banned for large-sized logistic
companies. Small-medium sized air cargo service agents can work together and research and develop their own logistic information platform and B2B electronic transaction platform.

- Common demands. It is a good opportunity to develop oneself when cooperating with its strategic partners. The strategic alliance network is the common demand of most small-medium sized air cargo service agents.

3.1.4 Threats

- Some large sized air cargo service agents with strong management skills and financial resources, for example JZS Express, have already started to standardize its information and operating platform through expanding their own businesses into different regions nationally. It is a question of now or never, for those small/medium sized companies to cooperate together and develop themselves quickly to catch up with those large competitors.

- Large sized air cargo service providers are beginning to compete for the medium/low end market, due to their decreasing costs after further integrations. Therefore, the small-medium sized air cargo service agents would quickly lose their competitive advantages once they facing the competition from those large companies.

3.2 The analysis of the competitiveness of air cargo service agents

Air cargo services are usually tailored to a specific customer’s requirements, in order to reduce their logistic cost and boost the stocking efficiency. More competitive air cargo service agents are always trying their best to meet customers’ special requirements, in such a way to save costs for the clients and leave the clients to their core competitiveness through providing storage management and supply chain
management services. They also provide several value-added services, such as the entire journey tracing, repackaging, the settlement and such services.

Table 1 shows a summary of the questionnaire for the competitiveness of air cargo service agents (The data root in part of the manager of a small-medium sized air cargo service agent). The questionnaire was scoring on the 12 main indicative activities, in terms of their importance, performance, and the performance of their competitors (Take Suzhou Datong as an imaginary competitor here), with highest score of 10 and lowest score of zero.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Timeliness</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Service attitude</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Company image</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) The feedback of signed documents</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Information circulation</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) The ability of dealing with special affairs</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) The ability of improving the customers</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) The settlement efficiency</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) The distribution ability</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) The complementary of company and distribution network companies</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) Distribution cost</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) The efficiency of dealing with complaints</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result of using the average opinion method, it is not easy to figure out the extremely good or bad items and the feelings seem not very intensive as a whole. In figure 5, it shows the strong caution to people through the comparison of the
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importance of items and the present performance as well as the importance of items and the relative performance (in table 1: the score of performance minus competitors).

Figure 3-a

Figure 3-b

Figure 3: The analysis of Dapeng’s competitiveness
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In figure 3-a, the green line uses to distinguish dissatisfied items and temporary satisfied items. The items above the green line mean dissatisfy, that is the high importance but the low actual performance, while the items below the green line illustrate the high actual performance but low importance (i.e. temporary satisfaction). These two kinds of items almost occupy respectively one half. Moreover, in figure 3-b, there are only two temporary satisfied items (i.e. the ability of dealing with the special affairs and distribution) after considering the competitors; the competitiveness of all the others are dissatisfy. Combining with the other elaborations above, the figure 3-b perhaps reflects the real competitiveness.

The good performance of the ability of dealing with special affairs and the distribution ability can be explained reasonably like this: because of the small and complete organizational structure, the employees can make a quick response to the urgent events. In addition, because it owns 100 city freight taxies and decades of other freight vehicles, it is quite natural that other air cargo service agents can not catch up with it in the ability of distribution in local area.

None of the twelve items displayed in the questionnaire can success without the reliable distribution network. But lack of a reliable and complete distribution network is the ultimate reason for Dapeng that fallen behind the competitors in most of the items.

3.3 Case study of an air cargo service agent--Dapeng

Suzhou Dapeng Logistics Ltd., one of the air cargo service agents will be taken as an example, in order to perform a detailed analysis of the current problems and challenges faced by small-medium sized air cargo service agents. Dapeng logistic Ltd. founded in 1999 with just six employees and one vehicle, in just five years’ time, it has been growing rapidly and now posses over 200 employees and approximately 200 vehicles, with 60% market share of Suzhou’s logistic industry.
3.3.1 The business process of Dapeng air cargo service agent

![Business Process Diagram]

**Figure 4: The business process of Dapeng air cargo service agent**

The picture above illustrates the goods and information flow of the air cargo service
agent process. In general, the air cargo services of an air cargo company like Dapeng Logistics compose of air cargo exports and air cargo imports. Air cargo export services are responsible for delivering goods outwards from local places, while air cargo import services (i.e. Dapeng Logistics helping other air cargo service agents outside of Suzhou to distribute their goods) are responsible for distributing goods from outside of the region to local places.

However, normally most of the air cargo agents, including Dapeng Logistics, are paying more attention to the air cargo exports services, as export services can not only yield a high margin, but more importantly, the requirements are coming directly from their own clients. Thus, the effects are more severe if there is anything wrong during the whole process. On the contrary, import service is commonly considered as a complementary service. Therefore, competing for the import service is just aiming for increasing the vehicle usage rate, thus reducing the overall operating costs.

The information flow has two directions. The main content of the information flow is tracking and tracing information, i.e. through telephones, faxes, or emails. Dapeng Logistics are striving to become one of the most competitive air cargo service agents, mainly by means of reducing the clients’ logistic costs, maximizing the stock in trade efficiency, providing supply chain management and taking care of the conditions of the clients’ goods in order to enable the clients to concentrate on their core businesses. In order to provide high quality information about tracking and tracing, Dapeng Logistics have increased the inquiry desks and call centers. However, how to reduce the cost related to information services and how to make sure the information provided is accurate and up-to-date, are the two most important questions that Dapeng need to think about at the moment.

3.3.2 The present problems of Dapeng

The air cargo service agent business contributes to 80% of Dapeng’s total revenue, the
rest 20% is the highway and railway agents businesses. Dapeng has signed the contract about the air cargo exports services with nearly 40 members of the strategic alliance and it can get the imports services from dozens of members.

There are six concerns from the distribution network which Dapeng faced in the operation of the air cargo service agent business:

3.3.2.1 Low efficiency of information services

It is without doubt that the information is quite important in modern society, which can be seen from the customers' increasing demand on the information services. In order to best provide customers with high quality tracking and tracing information, Dapeng has allocated 3 people to the inquiry desk, spending nearly RMB 20,000 each month. However, there is still 1/3 of the information inquiry requests can not be met from time to time.

In the era with internet and ERP, similar to TQM’s saying that “quality is free”, information is also free. If Dapeng’s logistic information platform can be extended to the whole distribution network, in the same time, the relevant information can also be communicated back to Dapeng from the distribution network. The “network hub” mentioned later is a concept that based on a distribution network with shared information resources.

3.3.2.2 Still do the settlement process manually

When settling a deal with another member within the strategic alliance network, it is nearly impossible for them to automate the process using computer, largely due to the large variety of contracts, prices quoted, and standards of settlements that are used by different members. Instead, each deal has to be settled manually, both time consuming and leaving exposure to human error.
Taking the imports service as an example, when Dapeng is getting deal from another air cargo service agent, the price quoted is sometimes different even between today’s and yesterday’s. Negotiating the deal and the prices is needed all the time.

Dapeng has now allocated 4 people to the deal settlement process; still, the payments and receipts of money are always delayed as each single deal needs to be settled manually. It is believed that other small-medium sized air cargo service agents have been facing the similar problems. Why can not standardize the price and the price expression so that the computer can help to settle the deal automatically instead of human beings? Although the price is not fixed, automatically settling the deal on the internet is still possible if everyone is trading on the B2B platform.

### 3.3.2.3 Increasing revenue, but decreasing profit margin

Most of the small-medium sized air cargo agents adopt railway and highway freight transportation because of the competition. Although it can increase the revenue, the profit margin drops dramatically, due to the low profit of railway and highway transportation.

![The deviation of the turnover and profit](image)

*Figure 5: The example of the shrinking profit with increasing sales*

Facing the diverging trend of sales and income, most of the small-medium sized air
cargo service agents always dependent on their feelings to process daily businesses, thus they didn’t do very well on their financial affairs, operation and they even didn’t analyze these data in a penetrating way. They just expanded the scale blindly and used the highway and railway freight transportation instead of the airfreight. However, the competition becomes more intense and the profit is more slender gradually by using these kinds of means. “The multiplication” looks like very attractive, but the small-medium sized air cargo service agents also need to watch out for “the multiplex trap”.

3.3.2.4 Lack of standardized quality of services

More small-medium sized air cargo service agents are paying more attention to the number of customers rather than the quality of the customers, ended with having a large number of customers but lack of valuable customers. Having said that, which means those small-medium sized companies are rarely thinking about who should be their target customers and what type of customers are suitable for them.

“20-80 rules (Pareto principle)” is suitable for analyzing the types of the customers. Among the approximately 700 customers of Dapeng, 400 are old customers of which, 300 are loyal customers which still doing business with Dapeng. Among the 300 loyal customers, the top 25 customers by sales contribute to 75% of Dapeng’s total revenue; while the next 26th to 50th customers contribute to 15% of Dapeng’s total revenue; the rest 250 customers only contribute to a merely 10% of Dapeng’s revenue.
Further analysis shows that, the small-sized customers contribute to an average sale of RMB120 per deal. However, the cost of providing service to a RMB120 deal is very similar to that of providing service to a RMB3000 deal. That can partially explain why income declines with increasing customers, since sales to small-sized customers are making losses based on the current operating model.

**3.3.2.5 High fixed cost and low efficiency**

Understandably, the small-medium sized air cargo service agents have to build their own operating system without a shared large-scale operating platform, as opposed to large-sized companies. As such, the fixed cost per service provided is much higher than those with large-scale operation, since large sized companies normally can achieve the economy of scale in order to reduce the fixed cost per service dramatically. Taking Datong, the main competitor of Dapeng, as an example, in terms of logistic, its subsidiary in Suzhou can fully rely on Datong’s operation centre in Shanghai. As such, they just need to simply record the deal and take the goods from the customer, leaving Datong to perform all other more complicated processes, such as scheduling and designating vehicles from related area for the transportation between Suzhou to Shanghai. On the contrary, Dapeng has to perform all the processes by itself by setting up a Shanghai branch responsible for sending and receiving related goods. As a result,
there is a huge difference in terms of their efficiencies and costs: Suzhou Datong is generating twice as much as Dapeng’s sales with just half of Dapeng’s total employees.

Apart from the shared platform, the low efficiency and lack of a sound information management system (MIS) also negatively affect on the cost and quality of services of the small-medium sized companies. It is quite difficult for those small-medium sized companies to find a better way to improve when facing either of the two problems mentioned above.

The three problems mentioned above are mainly about small-medium sized air cargo companies’ internal environment. In the Forbes 1000 most efficient companies published every year, there are many small-medium sized companies on the list. That means it still has potential to improve in terms of internal management for the small-medium sized air cargo service agents.

3.3.2.6 No reliable national distribution network

Lack of a reliable and complete national distribution network is the root cause of why it is impossible for small-medium sized air cargo service agents to operate in the high-end logistic market through their normal services or value-added services. Moreover, it is not easy for several small-medium sized air cargo service agents to solve this problem; more small-medium sized air cargo service agents should join them and unify the target to innovate unceasingly.

Talking about the problem of the distribution network at the very end is not because it is not that important, rather, since it is much more vital so that we perform a much deeper and more detailed analysis using a separate section.
4. Methodology and literature review

4.1 Methodology

The thesis starts with the strategic alliance network I to find out all kinds of problems and some insufficient aspects in the operation process. Moreover, take Dapeng (one of the members in the alliance) as a case study to understand and analyze the problems deeply by using TCA and relevant theory. After solving the problems of the strategic alliance network I, the new alliance, i.e. the strategic alliance network II will be built some day.

4.2 The transaction cost analysis

Transaction cost, referring to the direct cost incurred during the transaction process, further decomposed into marketing costs, organizational costs, etc. Transaction costs also include the costs incurred during the process of finding out the relative price, negotiating, signing the contract, motivating and supervising to make sure work can be done according to the contract. According to the transaction cost principles, changes in transaction costs are leading to the changes in organizational structure.

In economics and related disciplines, a transaction cost is a cost incurred in making an economic exchange. For example, most people, when buying or selling a stock must pay a commission to their broker; that commission is a transaction cost of doing the stock deal. Or consider buying a banana from a store; to purchase the banana, your costs will be not only the price of the banana itself, but also the energy and effort it requires to find out which of the various banana products you prefer, where to get them and at what price, the cost of traveling from your house to the store and back, the time waiting in line, and the effort of the paying itself; the costs above and beyond the cost of the banana are the transaction costs. When rationally evaluating a potential transaction, it is important to consider transaction costs that might prove significant.
A number of kinds of transaction costs have come to be known by particular names:

- Search costs are the costs for searching the information of the commodity and trade object.

- Information costs are the costs of obtaining the information of the transaction object and exchanging the information with each other.

- Bargaining costs are the costs required to come to an acceptable agreement with the other party to the transaction, drawing up an appropriate contract and so on.

- Decision-making costs are the internal costs happened when making a decision and signing a contract.

- Policing and enforcement costs are the costs of making sure the other party sticks to the terms of the contract, and taking appropriate action (often through the legal system) if this turns out not to be the case.

- Breach of contract costs are the costs afterwards paid for breaking a contract.

Williamson (1985) further distinguished the transaction cost into two types, which are ex ante and ex post:

- Transaction costs ex ante consists the costs when signing a contract, negotiating, contract guarantee and so on.

- Transaction costs ex post include the costs when the contract being incapable of
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the real status, establishing and operating costs, the bargaining costs, obligation costs and the costs for solving the dissension problem between each side.

The reason for transaction costs occurred comes from the market malfunction phenomenon which produces in the interaction of the human nature factor and the transaction environmental factor, leading to the difficult transaction. Williamson (1975) pointed out the six origin of the transaction cost.

- Bounded rationality

Bounded rationality means that the capacity of human beings to formulate and solve complex problem is limited. Some models of human behaviour in the social sciences assume that humans can be reasonably approximated or described as “rational” entities. Many economics models assume that people are hyper rational, and would never do anything to violate their preferences. The concept of bounded rationality revises this assumption to account for the fact that perfectly rational decisions are often not feasible in practice due to the finite computational resources available for making them.

- Opportunism

In Williamson’s view, human beings are not only boundedly rational, they also sometimes display opportunistic behaviour. Williamson describes opportunism as ‘self interest seeking with guile’ and as making ‘self disbelieved statements’. Opportunistic behaviour can occur ex ante or ex post. Ex ante opportunistic behaviour leads to adverse selection and moreover, it can occur only when there is asymmetric information.

- Small numbers exchange
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Some transaction processes are much more proprietary, or because of the idiosyncratic, the information and the resources cannot circulate very well, which leads to the reduction of the transaction objects, monopoly and bad operating of the market. Now suppose that there are large numbers of sellers and buyers who trade with each other on a regular basis. Suppose that in a certain town there are 10 dealers in second-hand cars. Suppose you buy a second-hand car. If you have a negative experience with one of the dealers you do not want to buy from him a second time. A dealer who behaves opportunistically will damage his reputation. The dealers know this and you know that the dealers know this, so you tend to believe a dealer when he says that a car has no defects. In this case the problem of opportunism is attenuated, because there are many sellers and because reputations matter. You can save the inspection costs. (Note that you can save the inspection costs only if reputations are important and information about reputations is freely available.) There is problem only if opportunism occurs in conjunction with small numbers of trading partners. This is termed small numbers exchange. If there is only one seller, he does not have to worry over his reputation because you do not have an alternative. In this case you want to have the car inspected, so you have to pay transaction costs.

- Information asymmetry

Information asymmetry models assume that at least one party to a transaction has relevant information whereas the other(s) do not. Some asymmetric information models can also be used in situations where at least one party can enforce, or effectively retaliate for breaches of, certain parts of an agreement whereas the other(s) cannot. In adverse selection models, the ignorant party lacks information while negotiating an agreed understanding of or contract to the transaction, whereas in moral hazard the ignorant party lacks information about performance of the agreed-upon transaction or lacks the ability to retaliate for a breach of the agreement. An example of
adverse selection is when people who are high risk are more likely to buy insurance, because the insurance company cannot effectively discriminate against them, usually due to lack of information about the particular individual’s risk but also sometimes by force of law or other constraints. An example of moral hazard is when people are more likely to behave recklessly after insured, either because the insurer cannot observe this behavior or cannot effectively retaliate against it, for example by failing to renew the insurance.

- Atmosphere

The mode of a transaction (that is, whether a transaction is governed by the market or by an organization) is determined by minimization of the sum of production and transaction costs. However, there is another factor that also determines the mode of a transaction. This factor is called atmosphere.

Transaction costs for a particular transaction depend on the critical dimensions of that transaction. There are three critical dimensions of transactions: asset specificity, uncertainty/complexity, and frequency.

- The asset specificity of a transaction refers to the degree to which the transaction needs to be supported by transaction-specific assets. An asset is transaction-specific if it cannot be redeployed to an alternative use without a significant reduction in the value of the asset. Asset specificity may refer to physical or to human assets. Williamson argued that the two most important dimensions of business behavior are the problems of imperfect competition and the propensity to act opportunistically. "Asset specificity" becomes an issue because of opportunism.

- The second dimension of transactions, uncertainty/complexity, needs no further explanation: we already know that bounded rationality is a problem only for
transactions with a high degree of uncertainty/complexity. With the development of capital market and the reform of market economy system, the complexity and uncertainty in economic field becomes increasingly evident, and it comes to be widespread that financial crisis and bankruptcy occurs in enterprises.

- When asset specificity is high we expect transactions to be carried out within organizations rather than across markets. However, to set up specialized governance structure (such as a vertically integrated firm) involves certain fixed costs. Whether the volume of transactions conducted through such a specialized governance structure utilizes it to capacity is then the remaining issue. The costs of a specialized governance structure are more easily recovered for high frequency transactions. Hence frequency is the third relevant dimension of transactions.

5. The solutions for the strategic alliance network I and Dapeng

5.1 The strategies for the strategic alliance network I

5.1.1 Relatively dispersive members and lack of solidarity apparently (Bounded rationality and opportunism)

![Figure 7: The transaction cost framework](image-url)
In the transaction costs analysis, the uncertainty and complexity are the environmental factors which will give birth to the bounded rationality; moreover, the small numbers will place a premium on opportunism. However, the members within the strategic alliance network I are relatively dispersive and lack of embedded communications in time, so the phenomenon of uncertainty and complexity will become more and more obvious along with the time. At the same time, some relatively small-sized members are very easy to suspect and defense each other. This phenomenon is the extremely typical bounded rationality and the opportunism.

The bounded rationality believed that the alliance collaborator worried about their core business or customers stolen or missed, so they cooperate with Dapeng carefully. The extremely limited scope of cooperation does not achieve the anticipated effect and even the win-win situation. On the contrary, it also brings the negative influence, for example, the bad service level, the decrease of Dapeng’s credits and so on.

According to the opportunism, any side of the alliance will cheat, suspect and doubt its associates in order to going in for profit maximization which will result in the low efficiency of economy and even lost the cooperation. A good example is that one of the members keeps their database as a secret and looks for a new cooperator steering clear of all the other members to prevent the loss of customers. The behaviors above and such behaviors can be considered as opportunism. The member not only increased its costs, but also damaged the foundation of trust and profit among the alliance members. The meaning of establishing the strategic alliance will be bankrupt in as well.

5.1.2 High operating costs (Information asymmetry)

The high operating costs among the alliance maybe caused by lack of the communication and the transaction frequency. Lack of necessary communications and information sharing can lead to the increase of uncertainty and complexity based on
the transaction cost analysis. Take a bill of cargo which be sent from Suzhou to Beijing for example, if both members do bad communications about the flight number, the departure and arrival time, the cargo information and such situations, it will cause the delay of picking up the goods, the shortage of the capacity of the vehicles and so on which lead to a waste of the resources. Not only that, the high frequency of the transaction results in signing a new contract each time. It is also a waste of manpower, material resources and financial resources during this period. Therefore, simplifying the procedures for the long-term frequent cooperation businesses and carrying out the principle of “the first commercial treaty for lifelong benefit” can control the cost expenditure together.

5.1.3 Lack of competitiveness (Small numbers)

Besides the bounded rationality and opportunism which can exist among the members, lack of competitive more or less related with the minority strong enterprises outside the alliance. Like DHL, UPS and such enterprises, they have national distribution network, advanced information system and conveyances, cogent ability of research and development and complete management system for customer relationship. All these advantages are huge strengths to the strategic alliance network. Simultaneously, it is really difficult for the members within the alliance to invest for researching and developing new products and strategies together, because they lacks the unified leadership.

5.1.4 Low information technology

It is quite difficult to integrate the information platform after the construction of the alliance, because each member has their own inner information technology platform before establishing the alliance. How to connect with the system platform of the whole alliance and how to keep their own information safe are concerned by every member. Under this situation, they can hardly compete with some large-scale national cargo
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service agents. This kind of problems has been studied in the transaction cost analysis. According to the theory, the alliance should make some specified assets, such as the construction of the information platform, the connection of the system among the members, the maintenance and protection of the inner secret data and so on. The devotion of the financing and the technology is a better way to solve the problem of the information system; meanwhile, it is extremely important to supervise the operation flow ever and again for the mastery of the cargo. This particular problem of Dapeng will be discussed below in detail.

5.2 The feasible solutions for Dapeng

5.2.1 How to improve the efficiency of information services and automate the settlement process

How to improve the efficiency of information services and how to automate the settlement process can be come down to the construction of the hardware, i.e. assets specificity. Through some specific assets, the work efficiency can be improved and the expenditure can be decreased dramatically. According to the transaction costs analysis, we know that among the trade objects, the information cost may exist whether between Dapeng and its customers or between Dapeng and the alliance members inevitably. Increasing the devotion of information communication hardware is the most direct way to reduce the costs. At the same time, the increase of uncertainty and complexity which caused by insufficient information communications will promote the appearance of opportunism.

Manual settlement is slow and inefficient. Investing more IT will help to boost the efficiency of the corporate operation and cooperation among different enterprises, as such improve the profitability. Therefore, settlement automation is the fundamental step for an enterprise's future development. In terms of how to set the standards in order to achieve high quality services, specific assets are needed to form a set of
integrated standard of services and performance, in a way to regulate and standardize the operating work flow and processes, and optimize the whole service assessment system.

Because of the incompatible internal information systems among the strategic alliance network I, the members have to use the telephone to communicate with each other while doing businesses. The level of the information management is extremely low due to this. Not only that, when the business related to the commercial secret problems, it is impossible to open the information system to all the members within the alliance.

When consider establishing the strategic alliance network II, the ex-ante analysis mainly aiming at the construction of the information system which can provide a big information platform for the business network and the communication within the alliance. At the same time, an institution which has independent capability of financial settlement needs to be constructed as well in order to help the members do the settlement for each deal. This kind of institution will reduce the quantity of the original burdensome settlement work among the members, in this way, the transactions become much transparent and the information asymmetry and opportunism can be avoided during the transactions.

The purpose for considering the connection of internal operation system and the big platform is to share the information and realize the trends of the operation about the members and the market demand of each area. The members within the alliance can communicate and negotiate in time with each other, and they do not need to change their primary operation system which avoids the high expense for re-constructing the system. Accordingly, they can minimize their transaction costs in the situation of guaranteeing their own commercial secret security.

Of course, the cost of establishing an information-sharing system for the alliance is
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**Figure 8: Governance efficacy**

**Figure 9: The comparison of ex ante and ex post for specific assets**
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From the picture above, it can be seen obviously that it is extremely limited for such small-medium sized air cargo service agents to deal with the businesses every day by using original measure to do the information exchanging and businesses. The profit P1 is quite limited as well. After adopting the information system, the quantity of businesses, information and the capability of settlement will improved extensively, as well as the profit 2. The set-up cost for constructing the information system is quite expensive, but after the construction, there is rarely expenditure at all. The only expenditure will be the cost of daily maintenance.

Moreover, along with the increasing portfolio, the way of communication for strategic alliance network I can lead to low efficiency and high cost. Because of the business contacting, Dapeng spends nearly RMB 20,000 each month. However, it still can not meet the customers’ satisfaction from time to time. Not only that, Dapeng has employed some professionals to deal the settlement process, even if so, the efficiency is still very low. After adopting the new alliance system, the communication, the operation and the settlement will realize the integration. All the members can improve their efficiency and reduce the transaction costs dramatically, as well as increase the competitiveness for themselves.

5.2.2 How to look on the shrinking profit with increasing sales and lack of high quality of customers

There are various reasons for the shrinking profit with increasing sales and lack of high quality of customers, such as the increase of uncertainty and complexity for Dapeng’s providing diversified logistical modes, information asymmetry of the market, the high frequency of the transaction and such reasons. All these reasons are according with the factors from the TCA, so these problems can be solved by the transaction cost analysis.
Dapeng has developed from the cargo agent business to the long-distance cargo transportation, the city distribution and such multiple structures of businesses, thus caused that Dapeng are not able to focus on one or some businesses. Meanwhile, the increase of customers and blindly seeking large-scale leads to running short of the subdivision of the customers which will increase the uncertainty and complexity and greatly improve the transaction costs finally. Most of the customers are individual ones; therefore, it is quite difficult to sign the contract for once. The high frequency of transactions may bring about repetitive costs and will enormously influence the transaction costs ultimately.

The best solution is to classify the customers earlier in terms of ABC analysis. First should be 15% of the customers which are the excellent top customers contributed to 75% of Dapeng’s total revenue; while the next 75%’s small-medium sized customers contribute to 15% of Dapeng’s total revenue; the rest 10% unstable individual customers only contribute to 10% of Dapeng’s total revenue eventually. The emphases of customer service and maintenance should be treated differently according to the customer classification in order to establish a suit of integrated and detailed customer relationship management system. In this way, the objective of high speed and efficiency can be realized by distinguishing the primary and secondary customers and clear processes in the daily transactions.

5.2.3 The analysis of high fixed cost, low efficiency and no reliable national distribution network

The high fixed cost is caused by no reliable national distribution network. So, it is necessary for Dapeng to set up a lot of office and devote some specific assets (including office renting, vehicles, staff and so on) to all the regions. While, the national distribution network is composed of all the powerful air cargo service agents who can make good use of local agents’ superiority to achieve resources
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**Figure 10: The efficiency of three transaction modes for different levels of specific assets**

From the theoretical models above, we will take the practical operation of Dapeng as an example to discuss the cooperation strategy. Firstly, we will choose four representative cities (Shanghai, Beijing, Wuhan and Chengdu) in China and analyze their businesses separately. The map of China is shown below to illustrate the geographical locations of the four cities.
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Figure 11: The map of China

The red panes represent the first-level cities in China (i.e. Municipality), which means the population of the city should exceed 10 million and the total amount of GDP should exceed 900 billion Yuan commonly. Similarly, the green pane represents the second-level city. This kind of cities should generally be the provincial capitals or located in the relatively developed area (i.e. Middle East of China). The homothetic cities are Suzhou, Wuxi, Shenzhen and such cities, which have more than 5 million of the population and 200 billion Yuan of the total GDP. The yellow pane represents the main cities in West China, which means the population should be at least 1 million and the GDP should be 100 billion Yuan upwards.
As known to all, Shanghai is one of the most famous and biggest cities in the world with good facilities of the hardware and software. The air cargo businesses of Dapeng in Shanghai can keep about 20-30 tons each day. Their customers are relatively steady and big, and most of the cargos are export services. Dapeng has established their own management office in Shanghai; therefore, this office can be an example of the costs composing of this kind of offices. The costs table will be shown below:

Table 2: The cost composition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost composition</th>
<th>Expenditure(Yuan/year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decoration (fixed investment)</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle (fixed investment)</td>
<td>3x180,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lease of housing</td>
<td>120,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salary (10 person)</td>
<td>200,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So the annual cost equals 120000+200000+100000+540000=860000 RMB, due to fixed lay out during the first year, the annual cost of second year should be 120000+200000=320000 RMB.

Before the office setting, the situation of cooperates with local corporation which means Shanghai local agent. When cooperating with Shanghai agent, 0.2 RMB should be paid for every kilogram to them. Therefore, the expenditure for one year can be calculated. The cost can be shown as follow:

Direct Cost=0.2RMB*25tons*1000*12month*30=1800000RMB.

Well then, the fixed cost will be 1800000RMB every year. There will be the same cost as the situation of non office setting only when the freight size of the first year is less than 12 tons (860000/(12*30*1000*0.2)=12 tons). In the same way, it is worth to choose cooperator when the freight size is lower than 4.4 tons. Details can be illustrated below:
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### Figure 12: The strategy change of the transaction mode when considering volume of goods and transaction costs

This shows that it can range to hierarchical category according to TCA model which only needs larger investment in the prophase. Therefore, it is obvious that setting up office is more economic than cooperation with others under the guaranty of enduring and business size.

Of course, this is the case in Shanghai because of the short geographic distance to its main office in Suzhou (90KM), now taking look at the strategy considering in the standpoint of the capital city Beijing which also be the same class like Shanghai.

Beijing, as the capital city of People’s Republic of China, has tremendous air cargos daily. It is not only in charge of cargo handling but also responsible for the distribution of Beijing area. The size of Beijing city is around 16,000 square kilo meters, 12 districts contains the population of 15 million. It is necessary to invest 400 vehicles and 500 personnel if Dapeng does really make its mind. Since the geographic distance
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Wuhan is in the central of China which has low air cargo size but consider to be one of the largest domestic transshipment site. It connects the communication between northern and southern, eastern and western. The combination of hybrid and hierarchical modes could be a solution to Wuhan’s case which is set up own office in Wuhan only for receipt, dispatch and transshipment. Sign subcontract with others relate to the business in the rest cities. Small sizes of specific assets lead to high efficient management and cost intensivification.

Chengdu is the capital of Sichuan province which acts as the largest city in southwest of China (Province which suffering the earthquake measured 8.0 on the Richter scale), it close to Tibet, Qinghai, Guangxi and Guizhou Province. Those provinces are low development area with less multinational enterprises. Complicated distribution routings lead to high transportation cost and low cargo loading size because of the highland terrain. So it is seems that the market model is suit for this case. Uncertainty of cargo load, difficulties of transportation and other complicated problems lead to high transaction cost. Therefore, the introducing of the market model is full of flexibility and agility, and the market risk is relatively low.

5.3 Establishing a new-type strategic alliance network II

The strategic alliance network I which mentioned above has already not able to adapt the current developing of the market, even as an alliance which existed in name only. The old alliance does not have core members and unified standard, and what’s more, it lacks of information platform, the tracing, tracking and supervising for the operation flow and so on. It is quite necessary to construct a new-type alliance of air cargo
service agents for solving a series of problems above. The next chapter will introduce the discussion of constructing the new alliance which names as the strategic alliance network in detail.

6. The detailed prospect of the strategic alliance network II

6.1 The brief introduction of the strategic alliance network II

The air cargo service agents like Dapeng need to call for the cooperation among the local small-medium sized air cargo service agents, in order for those “strategic alliance network” members to volunteer to work together making effort on constructing a sound “new strategic alliance network” (the updated version of strategic alliance network I, abbreviated as “strategic alliance network II” below) for their common interests.

“Strategic alliance network II” will become an integrated cooperating organization, rather than a “club”, and be formed by previous “strategic alliance network” members who have relatively strong operating skills and good versions of businesses. The major members will not exceed ten, with roughly 10 other minority members.

“Strategic alliance network II” will be operating based on the standardized regulation with the same vision of business. Members in the same region (i.e. eastern china area) will form the same operating platform (so called operating center), providing the high quality services with a fee for members outside of the same region, i.e. distribution supports and freight forwarding services. It encourages the member within the same region can cooperate with each other to come forth one or two large-scale air cargo service agents in each area finally. In this way, the alliance can compete with other large sized air cargo service agents nationally. Moreover, this strategic alliance network II will become a new brand and organizational institution of this industry in a mature time.
6.2 The basic framework of the strategic alliance network II

The strategic alliance network II can be promoted as an absolute large-scale company to operate. The members within the alliance can occupy different proportion of the alliance’s stock according to their important extent, market share, profit ability and such terms, forming shareholders general assembly of the alliance. The combination of the 5 to 7 core members which mentioned above are the superior companies in the field of air cargo service agents can constitute the top management of the alliance similarly as a directorate of a company, focusing both on the operation and the future developing strategies for the alliance.

The other numbers of peripheral air cargo service agents which are the A-class companies generally can constitute the operating management department of the alliance. These companies have very good advantages and credits in cargo agent, storage, city distribution and so on. Certainly, there are also other important departments, such as human resource department, IT department, business development department, marketing department, financial department and risk management department. The detailed structures will be shown below:
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Figure 13: The organizational framework of the alliance
Regional supervising centers also should be formed based on the portfolio and the national distribution network after forming the top management of the alliance. The functions of the regional supervising centers are risk control, financial audit, cooperation and communication, the elementary audit for the new members and so on.

The location of the regional supervising centers will appear the situation of different-degree decentralization and excessive centralization, because the national distribution network involves too many regions. For example, the geographic locations of Zhejiang province, Jiangsu province and Shanghai are relatively centralized and the portfolio of these three places are extremely big; while, the province such as Tibet, Xinjiang, Qinghai, Gansu and Ningxia has extremely large areas, but the portfolios are quite limited because of the small population and undeveloped economy. Therefore, it is quite necessary to establish five big regional supervising centers and dealing centers (North China, Middle China, East China, South China and West China) within the country (See figure 13). In this way, the main work of supervision and accounting management institution will be lighten greatly; what’s more, the administrative levels of management system will also be quite clear.
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6.3 The detailed constructing direction of the strategic alliance network II

6.3.1 The construction of the information system

Dapeng is now updating its logistic information management system, in order to promote its system more easily for connecting with the new alliance. The new system is focusing on improving the management analysis, work flow control and work flow automation processes. In a certain point, Dapeng will pass the use right of the new system to all the” strategic alliance network II” members, in order for everyone can enjoy the convenience of sharing the same information platform.

Developing a new information system is quite necessary for the whole alliance. The
new system will develop the network end to strengthen the management of distribution networks more easily. After connecting the network end and the internet, the members may obtain the cargo information and relevant mission immediately after completing the input of the bill by the air cargo service agent. During the delivering process, the distribution network should update their information to the network end unceasingly. This sort of interaction has realized the newest condition tracking for the cargo.

Send the information of the delivering bill (including numbers and weight of the cargo, the consignee, the limitation period of the distribution, the flight number and such information.

Send the information for the received cargo and the delivering plan (if the delivering time is later than the arrival time of the flight plus X hours, or the delivering plan can not satisfy the limitation period of the distribution, the system will give an alarm automatically).

Send the information of the signed cargo (if the delivering time is later than the signed time of the delivering plan, the system will alarm automatically).

Figure 15: The sketch map of the network end

In the medium-long term, one possible solution for the information platform is to set up a B2B e-business platform for “strategic alliance network II”. This B2B platform is operating and supervising by a third party, providing the following services for “strategic alliance network II” members:

6.3.1.1 The mini-type ERP functional service, likes MySAP

The user just needs to pay a little amount of fee, rather than investing a huge amount purchasing the whole ERP system, so that the management skills and operating efficiency can be increased rapidly. One of the obvious advantages is that everyone is using the system with similar structure; as a result, information can flow much faster
and more smoothly.

6.3.1.2 Free trade on the internet

In order to minimize the cost per deal, the way similar to internet auction can be used. For example, for a deal about Dapeng’s distributing goods in Beijing, the required services and the quality requirements can be put onto the B2B information platform (the system will acknowledge the members who have meet the requirements), ask for the relevant distribution network to bid for the deal within the required time limits, comparing and picking one from the lowest bidder or the bidder with highest quality/price indicator. As such, Dapeng can minimize their cost while keeping the quality of the service above a standard. To the distribution network in Beijing, the distribution network with highest quality or price who won the bid can make itself much stronger. Indeed, if the bidder can not complete the delivering according to the
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scheduled time and the request, they should pay the money for the punishment and reduce their credit record in the system of the alliance.

6.3.1.3 Dealing center’s function services

For local small-medium sized air cargo service agents, settlement is not an easy task. This task can be left to a third party “dealing center”. This dealing center has two-level framework, one is the regional dealing center which responses for auditing the finance and dynamic supervising within the region, the other one is formed by the alliance’s financial personnel and the advanced accountants outside the alliance.

The alliance’s dealing center can not only tell when to require payment from clients and how much, but also can automatically balance accounts. Moreover, the dealing center can even help to get payment from other network members, leaving away from those tedious processes. In the near future, the dealing center may develop and provide more value-added services, i.e. account making, dealing with circled debtors/creditors relationship, and short-term financing, etc.

6.3.2 New standard of the integration for the strategic alliance network II (the new alliance)

To ensure the success of network integration and the effectiveness of the integrated alliance network, setting up a sound integration standard and putting effort on the supervision and follow-up process become ever important. There are two main functions of a good integration standard: quality authentication, screening and making sure all the members have all achieved a required level; regulating and supervising, regulating all the members’ acts and conducts, making sure the whole alliance network’s smooth operation.
6.3.2.1 The standardization of the service system
The quality of services provided between different members within the network is not standardized most of the time; as such strategic alliance network should firstly establish a guideline for standardizing the quality of the services. This standard which almost likes the criterion system of ISO 9001 not only has the strict system of admittance, but also has the complete examine process for the alliance members to ensure developing a normative and healthy alliance.

In today’s more severe competition, the one who is more competitive is normally the one who can provide higher quality of services, thus every process within the supply chain is very important. Therefore, the air cargo service agents can not survive by simply improving the quality of its own services; rather, improving every process within the supply chain (i.e. by standardizing the quality of services within the network) becomes very important.

6.3.2.2 Members admittance and intelligence authentication
The companies who want to join the alliance need a suit of strict system of the application and audit. The figure shows as follow:

*Figure 17: The membership and audit process*
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The company who applies to join in the alliance should fill in the relative information, respect and obey the alliance’s standard, perform its own responsibility, and accept the supervision of the members within the alliance as well as the supervising institution. After the application, the regional supervising centre will elementarily audit the company’s scale, the financial statements of recent three years, the credit ranking of the bank, the cooperative record ago and so on. If the company passed the audit, the regional supervising centre should report it to the audit department of the alliance. When the audit department of the alliance receives the report, they will do the final audit to the company.

After passing the final audit, the company will be a member of the alliance and ranked according to its scale, assets, portfolios and the ability of payoff. The audit department of the alliance will also do the periodic dynamic ranking for both B and C-class members. For the members who have big portfolios, good credits and financial statements, the audit department of the alliance can upgrade their rank. Moreover, the members who have bad outstanding achievement and credit will be degraded or dropped out of the alliance. The detailed ranking and grading standard is shown below:
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Table 3: The ranking and grading standard

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Judging standard (full mark)</th>
<th>Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed operation number of years for air cargo</td>
<td>10 years (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit records</td>
<td>Excellent (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The perfect degree of management system</td>
<td>Perfect (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of information system</td>
<td>Very high (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of management team</td>
<td>Professional (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system and equipment for commodities inspection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed cooperative number of years with the alliance and its members</td>
<td>5 years (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed cooperative number of years with the competitors</td>
<td>5 years (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management ability</td>
<td>Management export (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The cooperation with airline companies</td>
<td>Positive cooperation (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual profit</td>
<td>10 million RMB (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The annual volume of the air cargos</td>
<td>50 thousand tons (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The scale of own storage</td>
<td>0.1 million square meter (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The registered capital</td>
<td>5 million RMB (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The scale of the company</td>
<td>Large scale (5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Full mark 100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusion: The prospect of optimizing the distribution network management

The transaction costs cannot be avoided; however, the main objectives are controlling
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the cost greatly, meeting the client’s requirements, speeding up the trade flow and information flow between suppliers and clients, and maximizing the profit by using minimum assets. This thesis has analyzed the causes and given the propositions and solutions for the problems above which combined with the transaction costs analysis, through discovering the problems and shortages of the strategic alliance network I as well as its members.

As a local small-medium sized air cargo service agents, the most effective way for them is to enhance their distribution network management, speed up the information flows and cargo flows, meet the clients’ demand and requirements, improve their accuracy and punctuality, minimize the operating costs farthest, thus achieve their competitive advantages based on their core services.

It is believed that the network management based on shared information and network integration will dramatically enhance the competitiveness of those small-medium sized air service agents, especially through information platform integration, settlement platform integration, real-time supervision of business flow, inter-firm unification, and ownership infiltration. It is also believed that the new integrated strategic alliance network formed by those small-medium sized air cargo service agents will make them much stronger to compete against those large-scale national logistics companies in the future.

8. Further research

Due to the limitation of research, it provides opportunities for further research. Exploring the new business area and developing the functional areas of logistics companies also need to be carefully considered. Meanwhile, the daily maintenance expense of the strategic alliance network II cannot be looked down upon as well. Therefore, how to maintain the daily operation of the alliance and how to reduce the risk for both members and the alliance should be considered carefully. There are two
aspects for the alliance to do in the future.

8.1 Value-added services

After constructing the strategic alliance network II, the members will become the national leading air cargo service agents and logistics service provider relying on the powerful network team scale and good operation mode. However, in order to keep the competitiveness as well as the alliance’s normal operation, some value-added services should be explored, for example, financing logistics.

Based on the good credit, the scale of the alliance and its standard criterion, they can ask for a higher credit application to the bank. Meanwhile, the bank also would like to provide some short-time financing services to the members (those small-medium sized air cargo service agents) within the alliance, because the alliance can provide assurance services to the bank. The innovation of the value-added services and promoting the core competitiveness of the alliance will achieve the blue sea strategy and create excess profit for running the alliance.

It is easy to be found that some small-medium sized customers are always facing some financial problems and can hardly get the short-term loan through mortgaging the enough capital asserts to banks because of the relatively small scale, although they also have good reputation and provide high quality of services/products. Therefore logistic companies could utilize their high level of control over supply chain as an advantage to develop some innovative financial services with banks, which is “personal property financing”. “Personal property financing” here means that small-medium sized companies can borrow money from banks backed by their products/stockings while the alliance can provide the guarantee to the banks and help to check and control the borrowers’ quality of products/stockings, charging for a fee. As such, the banks are much easier to control the risk and the strategic alliance network can maintain the daily
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8.2 Risk limited

There are lots of ways for risk limited, such as the reduction of human errors, flow supervision and so on. One of the important ways is to provide a customized logistics insurance.

In order to limit the risk of customers and the alliance to the lowest level, the demand of the aerial insurance can be provided to the insurance company. In China, the insurance businesses have incompletely covered every industry till now. If the insurance company can measure a set of insurance plan for the air cargo service agents, the clients will not suffer any loss during each link of cargos delivering. The aerial logistic insurance project can reduce the heavy loss for the customers caused by the accidents or the other unknown risks greatly by establishing the project with the insurance company.
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